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9th March 2018
Dear Parents/Carers
English Support Resources
Many of you will wonder how you can support your son or daughter in English, as the
GCSEs approach. A lot of revision is available on Show My Homework, but we are now
able to offer a range of guides and workbooks which you can use to support your son
or daughter at this vital stage.
The books we are suggesting are ones that we have checked ourselves and which are
geared to the exam board and texts studied here at the academy. Fortunately, we have
been able to negotiate a discount for you, so that they cost as little as half the cost in
the shops. These guides are available to all students in Year 10 and Year 11. Students
on free school meals should see their English Teacher as we will subsidise the cost of
guides on request.
The most important for revision are the guides, as they show different approaches to
those already taught and can help refresh memories; however, the workbooks can be
excellent for those who are not sure how to study and revise. The RRP for all these
guides is £6 each. Payment is via Parentpay. We are ordering in two batches: orders
placed by 16th March should be available before the Easter holidays; those after that
date but before 9th April will be available at the beginning of the second week back.
We will close the orders on 9th April.
General Revision:
York Notes Language & Literature Workbook for AQA £2.75
An Inspector Calls
CGP Guide £3
CGP Workbook £3
The Merchant of Venice
CGP Guide £3
CGP Complete play (includes practice questions) £3
York Notes Workbook £2.75
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A Christmas Carol
CGP Guide £3
CGP Workbook £3
Anthology Poetry
York Notes AQA Love & Relationships Guide £2.75
York Notes AQA Love & Relationships Workbook £2.75
Unseen Poetry
York Notes AQA Guide & study questions book £2.75
Many thanks for your continued support.
Kind regards

S Wilde
Su Wilde
Head of English, Media and Literacy

